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ABSTRACT

Unreliable NDT techniques may result in non-detection of defects. This can lead to catastrophic situations which 
generally include the loss of life, the loss of property or damage to the environment. Furthermore, it can cause indirect 
costs, for example high-cost penalties of negligence in case of accidents or the damage to the brand name of the 
company in a particular industry. Even implementing advanced lifing methodologies, such as the damage tolerant 
concept or the highend NDE equipment (digital twin, digital thread industrial internet of things (IIOT), machine learning 
or artificial intelligence etc.) will not lead automatically to more reliable techniques. The only solution to avoid risks, to 
ensure safety and to include NDE 4.0, is the understanding of the technology. To proceed, the evaluation of the reliability 
of your NDE technique is indispensable. We want to give an overview of the possibilities of POD and Co. as well as 
showing how the implementation of reliability estimation can lead the NDE 4.0 approach to the physical limits of the NDE 
equipment. Based on our knowledge in performance assessments of different NDT inspection techniques, used in 
various industries, such as aerospace, nuclear, railways, oil and gas, civil engineering, etc., we are able to share a variety 
of interesting aspects and provide the audience with data on how to proceed in the field of NDE 4.0.

 About the Speaker
Dr. Daniel Kanzler is working in the area of reliability evaluation of non-destructive testing systems 
for over ten years.He started his career at GE Sensing and Inspection Technologies in the field of 
ultrasonic testing. During this time, he completed his diploma and master thesis. Later on, he 
changed jobs and started working at the Federal Institute of Material Testing and Research, Berlin. 
He was part of the Radiology department, where he finished his PhD in 2016.
Different publications, his diploma as well as his master and PhD thesis considered different 
perspectives of testing systems in the field of ultrasonic testing, radiographic testing, visual testing 
and eddy current testing. One of his accomplished goals have been the probabilistic evaluation due 
to realistic defects with multiparametric influence analyses and the inclusion of economical KPIs.He 
holds the NDT Master degree with certified three “level 3” in ultrasonic, radiographic and eddy 
current testing (ISO 9712).In 2012, he started working as a lecturer of DGZfP (German Society of 
Non-destructive Testing), for different universities (e.g. at TU Munich and TH Aschaffenburg) as well 
as being a tutor for the European American Workshop on reliability of NDT.Currently, he is 
developing a new standard in the reliability and new approaches for the future of NDE (NDE4.0) in 
Germany and in Europe.Furthermore, the project he started with a group of other experts, is 
working together with different industrial sectors to introduce reliability concepts for meaningful 
use of NDT. Since 2017, he is also leading the ICNDT specialist group on NDT Reliability.
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